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1 Background
On 20 April 2020, Public Technical Identifiers (PTI) published a public comment proceeding on
its draft strategic plan for fiscal years 2021 - 2024 (FY21-24).1 This statement represents the
RSSAC’s full input to that public comment proceeding.
The RSSAC welcomes this opportunity to comment on the draft PTI FY21-24 strategic plan, and
would like to thank the PTI Board and IANA staff for preparing this draft strategic plan and
submitting it for public comment.

2 Scope of RSSAC’s Advice and Considerations
Per the ICANN Bylaws, the role of the RSSAC, “is to advise the ICANN community and Board
on matters relating to the operation, administration, security, and integrity of the Internet’s Root
Server System.”
The RSSAC limits its comments to its remit. With that in mind, the RSSAC supports the
following five strategic objectives outlined on the draft strategic plan:
● Maintain stakeholders’s trust that IANA is the proper home for enabling global
interoperability through unique identifier coordination.
● Monitor and adapt to security threats and ensure resilient and secure IANA operations.
● Continue to drive the implementation of operational initiatives to enhance the delivery of
services based on the needs of the IANA customer.
● Monitor the delivery and performance of the IANA functions to achieve operational
excellence.
● Support ICANN org on its governance efforts to sustain and improve openness,
inclusivity, accountability, and transparency.
In particular, RSSAC welcomes the following goal on the strategic plan as it aligns with
RSSAC046: RSSAC Statement on IANA’s Proposal for Future Root Zone KSK Rollovers.
“2.2. Performing key ceremonies with high levels of transparency and accountability and
improving key management facilities to mitigate security threats and maintain facility quality”
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